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Abstract A stylized model of three parties choosing an amendment agenda and voting over three policy alternatives is analyzed. The analysis yields a classification of five types of voters: random, sincere, strategic, risk-averse, and EUS (expected utility sophisticated) proposed by Enelow (J. Polit. 43:1062–1089, 1981). Laboratory experiments suggest that the choice of agendas can be partially explained by the sincere voting model (26% of voters) and strategic voting model (47% of voters), even when players’ preferences are common knowledge. Risk-aversion may explain choices of up to 56% of the voters. Finally, the EUS voting model explains up to 73% of the observed voting behavior. Keywords Endogenous agenda · Amendment agenda · Strategic voting · Intransivity of collective preferences



1 Introduction It has been established in the broad social science literature that different voting procedures can lead to different outcomes for the same set of voters (Arrow 1963; Farquharson 1969; Shepsle and Weingast 1984; Banks 1985; Ordeshook and Schwartz 1987). For example, a well-known “Evil example” illustrates how five different voting mechanisms give victory to different alternatives (Malkevitch 1990; Shepsle 1997). These theoretical results are supported in laboratory settings (Plott and Levine 1978; Cohen et al. 1978; Wilson 1986; Holt and Anderson 1999). In fact, the experiments conducted by Plott and Levine were inspired by real life events, described in the “Flying Club” story by Riker (1986). Formally, a voting agenda is a list of options to be voted on in a specific order. Agendas, therefore, are a subset of voting rules which literally and figuratively determine the voting outcomes. For example, according to a legislative amendment agenda, first there is a vote on bill versus amendment(s), and then the amended (or unamended) bill is paired with the status quo. Changing the voting order can change the outcome. The fact that social preferences can O. Smirnov () Department of Political Science, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY 11794, USA e-mail: [email protected]
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be aggregated in a variety of ways—depending on the rules of the game—must be of primary importance for students of democratic theory. An obvious question arises, however: If the agendas are so important, how are they selected in the first place? In most cases, agendas are endogenous; the rules of the game are determined in advance by the players themselves. Since players have individual preferences over outcomes, and agendas determine outcomes, we would expect players to favor certain agendas over others. As a result, the process of agenda-setting becomes a game in itself. Several scholars have raised the issue of endogenous agenda-setting. For example, Austen-Smith (1987) and Baron and Ferejohn (1987), among others, show that endogenous agenda formation is deterministic if (a) the players are rational in the classical game theoretic sense and (b) if they have complete information about the preferences of other players. In this case, agenda-setting is a natural extension of voting over alternatives. Rational and far-sighted individuals will know the outcomes of each voting mechanism by means of backward induction. In turn, this knowledge will make voting over agendas functionally equivalent to voting over alternatives. Rational individuals will strategically choose an agenda that leads to the victory of their most preferred alternative. Similarly, choosing the rules for the choice of agendas pushes the problem only one step further and eventually leads to an infinite regress. Riker (1980) summarizes the argument by saying that choosing a voting mechanism is not different from choosing an alternative. Agendas are nothing more than the realization of individual goals rather than institutional mechanisms for an impartial aggregation of individual preferences (cf. Frey and Eichenberger 1991). Indeed, Mouw and Mackuen (1992) provide empirical support for the view of agenda-setting as a mere extension of strategic voting by examining agenda-setting in the U.S. House of Representatives during the Eisenhower and Reagan administrations. Rational choice models of endogenous agenda-setting are based upon the assumption of rational expectations. All voting in the models is strategic. Such voting behavior is fundamentally different from sincere voting. Ordeshook (1992) defines a voting decision as “sincere” when an individual focuses only on the alternatives currently up for a vote, and chooses the one that he prefers most. To the contrary, a “strategic” voting decision is when an individual ignores the labels of the alternatives currently under consideration and chooses an alternative that yields the most preferred final consequence. Thus, strategic voting follows the logic of backward induction in extensive form games. Such political behavior is also known as the Farquharson’s sophisticated voting model (Farquharson 1969). Instances of strategic voting can be observed in the history of U.S. legislative politics (Enelow 1981; Riker 1986; Calvert and Fenno 1994) and in laboratory settings (Eckel and Holt 1989; Cherry and Kroll 2003). In laboratory settings, subjects are observed to be sincere at first but, as the game progressed, individual behavior becomes increasingly strategic. Along with the examples of strategic behavior there are examples of sincere voting, often in the same literature (e.g., Riker 1986). Some scholars are skeptical about the empirical frequency of strategic behavior (Krehbiel and Rivers 1990). Similarly, laboratory evidence suggests that individuals often do vote sincerely or for non-strategic reasons (Herzberg and Wilson 1988; Carter and Guerette 1992; Fischer 1996). Overall, it seems that there is no general consensus as to whether voting behavior is strategic or sincere. Despite the logical arguments in favor of strategic voting, we can observe sincere voting for a variety of reasons. A rational and far-looking legislator may vote sincerely if strategic voting is associated with a cost to his or her integrity, pressure from constituencies, or a general cost to future electoral prospects—all reasons different from the immediate policy preferences of the legislator. In this case, what appears to be sincere will be rational for reasons exogenous to the original voting game.
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If voting over alternatives cannot be universally classified as strategic or sincere, the agenda-setting game is no longer a trivial extension of the original voting (over policies) game. Selection of agendas becomes non-trivial because sincere and strategic voting can lead to different outcomes (which we discuss below in greater detail). Even if a voter understands the structure of the game and votes strategically over alternatives, he may still believe that not all other voters are strategic. Perhaps, some individuals do vote for labels and ignore the consequences of their decisions. In this case, an individual may be better off choosing agendas contrary to the logic of backward induction. An experimental game known as the “Beauty Contest” provides an example how rational expectations about others’ choices can lead individuals to undesirable outcomes. In the Beauty Contest experiment, the goal is to pick a number which is half the average of the numbers picked by everybody else. The unique Nash equilibrium in the game is zero. However, even far-looking individuals do not choose zero because of their beliefs about the choices of other participants in the experiment. Although such behavior is not guided by rational expectations, it is hard not to call it “sophisticated” since it lets you succeed in the Beauty Contest game. The logic of the Beauty Contest game is applicable to the choice of voting rules. Depending on participants’ beliefs about the voting behavior of others, a strategic individual will vote for an agenda that maximizes his utility. If the behavior of others is drawn from a probability distribution and can be either sincere or strategic, an individual will maximize his subjective expected utility. A model that describes such behavior is the expected utility sophisticated (EUS) voting model suggested by Enelow (1981). In this paper, we examine various voting models theoretically and experimentally. The design of the experiment allows unambiguous differentiation between strategic and sincere voting. It further allows us to see whether any given participant understands the structure of the game and is also capable of backward induction. In the end, the experimental design sheds light on to whether individuals have rational expectations about the behavior of others.



2 Model A well-known model illustrating the importance of amendment agendas is the Condorcet paradox also known as the “paradox of voting” or “Arrow’s cycling problem.” The outcomes of different agendas in the Condorcet paradox depend on how people vote, sincerely or strategically (see below). Consequently, the choice of agendas is determined by the beliefs about how people vote. The Condorcet paradox is a simplest agenda-setting model that unambiguously differentiates between sincere and strategic voting. It also allows us to examine individual beliefs about sophistication of others. Imagine group of decision-makers—e.g., a legislative body, a board of directors, an academic department, etc.—who are divided into three parties denoted as Party A, Party G, and Party O. Label the party sizes as NA , NG , and NO . The division into parties is dictated by shared preferences of individual decision-makers over three alternative policies: Alpha, Gamma, and Omega. Only one policy can be chosen and implemented. Implementation of a policy leads to a commonly known set of payoffs (Table 1). Collectively, the group as a whole prefers Alpha to Omega, Omega to Gamma, and Gamma to Alpha (Alpha  Omega  Gamma  Alpha). The game does not have a Condorcet winner, or a policy that would beat all other policies in pairwise contests. In the absence of a Condorcet winner, agenda-setting becomes especially important. In this model, three binary amendment agendas are possible (Fig. 1).



Public Choice Table 1 Payoff structure



Note: (1) a > b > c, (2) no party has an absolute majority



Policy



Alpha



Gamma



Omega



Party A



a



c



b



Party G



b



a



c



Party O



c



b



a



Fig. 1 Voting agendas



In addition to voting over alternatives, voters in an endogenous agenda-setting game also choose which agenda to use as the voting rule, Agenda I, Agenda II, or Agenda III. We would expect that individuals voting for agendas keep in mind the likelihood of their most preferred alternatives winning for each respective agenda. Those prospects, however, are unclear since the outcomes of each agenda depend on how voters make their decisions, sincerely or strategically. For each agenda, the second round in the game is also the last round and all voting decisions are sincere since there are no further rounds. In the first round, however, we can differentiate between the two kinds of voting. Sincere voters ignore the consequences of the second round and vote for the most preferred “labels.” To the contrary, strategic voters ignore the labels and vote on the basis of the second round outcomes. The individual decision about the choice of an agenda, however, critically depends on the fraction of strategic voters in each party. Label the strategic voter fraction in each party as pA , pG , and pO . First, consider a simplified case and assume that all the voters are either sincere (pA = pG = pO = 0) or strategic (pA = pG = pO = 1). Later we relax this assumption and examine the case in which only some voters are strategic. Observe that—from the point of view of each party—there are three and only three possible agendas: 1. Agenda R1(i) leads party i to the most preferred outcome if the voters are strategic and the 2nd best outcome if the voters are sincere.
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2. Agenda R2(i) leads party i to the 2nd best outcome if the voters are strategic and the worst outcome if the voters are sincere. 3. Agenda ∼ R(i) leads party i to the worst outcome if the voters are strategic and the most preferred outcome if the voters are sincere. From Fig. 1 it follows that: – For party A: R1(A) = A.I, R2(A) = A.II, ∼R(A) = A.III; – For party G: R1(G) = A.III, R2(G) = A.I, ∼R(G) = A.II; – For party O: R1(O) = A.II, R2(O) = A.III, ∼R(O) = A.I. If p is the fraction of the strategic voters in the population such that p = pA = pG = pO (below we relax this assumption), then the three agendas above give parties the following expected utilities: Ui (R1(i)) = pa + (1 − p)b,



(1.1)



Ui (∼ R(i)) = pc + (1 − p)a,



(1.2)



Ui (R2(i)) = pb + (1 − p)c,



(1.3)



where i = A, G, O. Notice that agenda R1(i) strictly dominates agenda R2(i), regardless of p, thus, we should never expect R2(i) to be chosen, unless the player is choosing randomly. The choice between R1(i) and ∼R(i) depends on p: Ui (R1(i)) > Ui (∼R(i))



⇔



p>



a−b . 2a − b − c



(2.1)



For example, for a = 3, b = 2, and c = 1, the choice of R1(i) is justified for p > 1/3. Notice that a sophisticated voter may choose R1(i) even for p < 1/3 if the voter is sufficiently risk-averse and prefers to obtain at least b with certainty than to play a lottery between a and c. If we relax the assumption that p = pA = pG = pO , then the analysis of the model becomes not as simple. Consider who would vote for Alpha in the first stage of Agenda I: (1) those voters who sincerely prefer Alpha to Gamma: NA (1 − pA ), (2) those voters who are strategic and who prefer Alpha to Omega: NA pA + NG pG . Thus, the total number of voters for Alpha in the first stage of Agenda I is NA + NG pG . All others vote for Gamma in the first stage of Agenda I and their number is NO + NG (1 − pG ). Therefore, we can define the probability that Alpha is chosen in the first stage of Agenda I (notice that Alpha would then defeat Omega in the second and final stage of the agenda): qAI ≡ Pr[NA + NG pG > NO + NG (1 − pG )]   NG + NO − NA I qA = Pr pG > . 2NG



⇔ (3.1)



Otherwise, Gamma wins in the first stage, and Omega wins in the second and final stage of the agenda. Similarly, for Agenda II, Omega wins in the first stage with the probability qOI I ≡ Pr[NO + NA pA > NG + NA (1 − pA )]   NA + NG − NO qOI I = Pr pA > . 2NA



⇔ (3.2)



Public Choice Table 2 Utilities for each agenda Party A



Party G



I a + (1 − q I )b UA (R1(A) = A.I) = qA A



I a + (1 − q I )b UG (R1(G) = A.III) = qG G



I I b + (1 − q I I )c UA (R2(A) = A.II) = qO O I I I c + (1 − q I I I )a UA (∼R(A) = A.III) = qG G



I b + (1 − q I )c UG (R2(G) = A.I) = qA A



I c + (1 − q I )a UG (∼R(G) = A.II) = qO O



Party O I a + (1 − q I )b UO (R1(O) = A.II) = qO O



I b + (1 − q I )c UO (R2(O) = A.III) = qG G



I c + (1 − q I )a UO (∼R(O) = A.I) = qA A



Finally, the probability that Gamma wins in the first stage of Agenda III is: qGI I I ≡ Pr[NG + NO pO > NA + NO (1 − pA )]   NA + NO − NG III qG = Pr pO > . 2NO



⇔ (3.3)



Given the probabilities (3.1)–(3.3), we can find the utilities that parties get given their choice of an agenda (see Table 2). While agenda R2(i) is weakly dominated by R1(i), a more interesting choice is between agendas R1(i) and ∼R(i). Notice that qAI = f (pG ), qOI I = f (pA ), qGI I I = f (pO ), which is important since the fraction of strategic voters in a party i affects only Ui (R2(i)) but has no impact on Ui (R1(i)) and Ui (∼R(i)) (this can be verified in Table 2). Given the probabilities (3.1)–(3.3) and the utility functions in Table 2, we can formulate more general utility functions Ui (R1(i)) and Ui (∼R(i)). Define Ni as the total number of members in party i. Define NRi as the total number of members in a party, whose members’ i as the total number of memsophistication affects the utility of party i. Finally, define N∼R bers in a party, whose members’ sophistication has no effect on the utility of party i. (You G O A = NO , NRG = NO , N∼R = NA , NRO = NA , N∼R = may want to verify that NRA = NG , N∼R NG .) Similarly, define pRi as the fraction of strategic voters in a party that has an effect on the i as the fraction of strategic voters in a party that has no effect on utility of party i, and p∼R G A = pO , pRG = pO , p∼R = the utility of party i. (You may want to verify that pRA = pG , p∼R O = pG .) pA , pRO = pA , p∼R Thus, the general utility functions of R1(i) and ∼R(i) are   i N i + N∼R − Ni Ui (R1(i)) = Pr pR > R a 2NRi    i N i + N∼R − Ni + 1 − Pr pR > R b, 2NRi   i Ni + N∼R − NRi c Ui (∼R(i)) = Pr p∼R > i 2N∼R   i Ni + N∼R − NRi a. + 1 − Pr[p∼R > i 2N∼R



(4.1)



(4.2)
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Members of party i choose the “sincere” agenda ∼R(i) if Ui (∼R(i)) > Ui (R1(i)). Since i are fractions of strategic voters (not probabilities), we can establish that ∼R(i) pRi and p∼R is chosen when both of the following conditions hold: i < p∼R



pRi 



i Ni + N∼R − NRi , i 2N∼R



(5.1)



i NRi + N∼R − Ni . 2NRi



(5.2)



If either (5.1) or (5.2), or both, do not hold, then party i prefers agenda R1(i). This agenda should be the rational choice in a strategic voting model. Interestingly, the choice of R1(i) is justified if the fraction of strategic voters in at least one of the other two parties is large enough. On the other hand, the choice of ∼R(i) can only be explained when the fraction of strategic voters in both of the other two parties is small enough. For example, if i —then agenda ∼R(i) we assume that parties are of the same size—that is, Ni = NRi = N∼R i < 0.5). Surprisingly, the fraction of strategic can be chosen only for (pRi < 0.5 and p∼R voters in party i has no effect on Ui (R1(i)) and Ui (∼R(i)). A closer examination of (5.1) and (5.2) also reveals that the size of the parties has a non-trivial effect on the choice of amendment agendas, qualifying the importance of the i ∗ and pRi . Define p∼R and pR∗ as the respective threshold values for threshold values of p∼R the inequalities (5.1) and (5.2). The inequalities (5.1) and (5.2) are more likely to hold if the ∂p ∗ ∂p ∗ ∂p ∗ ∂p ∗ ∂p ∗ >0 threshold values are large. Observe that ∂N∼Ri > 0, ∂N∼Ri < 0, ∂NRi < 0, ∂N iR > 0, ∂N∼R i for NR > Ni ,



∗ ∂p∼R



i ∂N∼R



< 0 for NR < Ni ,



∗ ∂pR



∂NRi



R



> 0 for N∼R < Ni , and



∗ ∂pR



∂NRi



∼R



∼R



< 0 for N∼R > Ni .



Hence it follows that greater N∼R makes both inequalities more likely if NR > Ni . A smaller NR has the same effect, provided that N∼R > Ni . Taken together these results formally indicate that agenda ∼R(i) is more likely to be chosen when the following conditions hold true Pr(Ui (∼R(i)) > Ui (R1(i))) ↑⇐ (N∼R ↑, NR ↓, Ni < N∼R , Ni < NR ). Further notice that



∗ p∗ ) ∂(p∼R R i ∂N∼R



> 0 and



∗ p∗ ) ∂(p∼R R ∂NRi



(6.1)



< 0 for all the sizes of the parties (while



effect of Ni remains ambiguous), which simplifies the expression above to Pr(Ui (∼R(i)) > Ui (R1(i))) ↑⇐ (N∼R ↑, NR ↓).



(6.2)



Table 3 presents several numerical examples describing the precise relationship between the sizes of the parties and the threshold values in (5.1) and (5.2). To summarize, the choice of an amendment agenda—in the context of intransitivity of collective preferences among three parties, or players—can be guided by the following behavioral rules: 1) Completely ignore the fraction of strategic voters in one’s own party. 2) Estimate the fractions of strategic voters in the other two parties. 3) If the fraction of strategic voters in at least one of the other two parties is large enough then behave according to the strategic voting model. If the parties are of equal size then the threshold fraction of the strategic voters for either party is 50% (the threshold is a minimum fraction of strategic voters, which is required to assume strategic voting). 4) If parties are not of equal size and own party is not a majority then the threshold fraction of strategic voters for either party is increasing in N∼R (size of the party whose voting



Public Choice Table 3 The minimal fractions of strategic voters required for the strategic voting model



Note: Parties assume strategic voting if at least one of the thresholds is reached. On the other hand, sincere voting model can be assumed only if both thresholds are not reached



Case description



Ni



NR



N∼R



∗ pR



∗ p∼R



Parties are of equal size



100



100



100



0.5



0.5



Majority size is Ni



100



80



80



0.375



0.625



Majority size is Ni ↑



120



80



80



0.25



0.75



Majority size is NR



80



100



80



0.5



0.375



Majority size is NR ↑



80



120



80



0.5



0.25



Majority size is N∼R



80



80



100



0.625



0.5



Majority size is N∼R ↑



80



80



120



0.75



0.5



Table 4 Types of voters Agenda R1



Agenda ∼R



Agenda R2



Sincere voting



Myopic, Risk-Averse (8)



Myopic (13)



Myopic (1)



Strategic voting



Strategic, EUS, Risk-Averse (40)



EUS (23)



Random (1)



Note: The pilot experiment is described below. A total of 86 human subjects participated in the laboratory experiment



sophistication has no effect on your utility) and decreasing in NR (size of the party whose voting sophistication has an effect on your party’s utility). 5) If parties are not of equal size and own party is a majority then the strategic voting model is more likely (this is because, in this case, the pR∗ threshold is more likely to be reached). On the basis of the model, we can define 5 types of voters. The classification is based upon the two choices that each voter makes: (1) sincere or strategic voting choice for an agenda presenting such an opportunity, (2) choice of one of the three agendas. Table 4 describes the total of six possibilities (numbers in parentheses represent the number of human subjects falling into the respective category, which is a result of a pilot laboratory experiment fully described below). Type 1: Myopic voters vote sincerely over alternatives in the agenda, which allows for strategic voting. Thus, such voters are not capable of backward induction. Since the voters are not capable of thinking one step ahead, it is feasible to assume that they are also not capable of thinking two steps ahead. Therefore, their choice of agendas is essentially random (except for, possibly, risk aversion—see below). Type 2: Risk-averse voters are those who vote either sincerely or strategically over alternatives, but choose agendas in order to minimize the risk. In this respect, agenda R1 is an obvious choice since it leads either to one’s first or second preferred outcome, unlike the other two agendas. Interestingly, the pilot experiment suggests that most of the risk-averse voters are strategic. Type 3: Strategic voters use backward induction when choosing alternatives as well as agendas. By definition, strategic voters assume that other voters are also strategic, that is, have rational expectations about others. Notice that all strategic voters may, in fact, be risk-averse since both types prefer agenda R1. In the present mode, therefore, risk-aversion explains at least as many cases as the strategic voting model. Type 4: Expected utility sophisticated (EUS) voters are similar to strategic voters with the exception of more flexible beliefs about the behavior of other voters. Specifically, EUS voters may assume that other voters are myopic. The EUS voters choose alternatives strate-
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gically but, nevertheless, favor agenda ∼R, which would give them their first choice in case of others’ myopic voting. Notice that Type 3 (strategic voters) is a special case of Type 4. By definition, the EUS voting model explains at least as many cases as the strategic voting model (which may also be the case of risk-aversion). However, strategic voting over alternatives along with the choice of agenda ∼R is the behavior which can only be explained by the EUS model. Type 5: Random voters seem to vote strategically over alternatives but choose agenda R2—the choice which cannot be explained. To obtain empirical insights into the endogenous agenda-setting game, the following pilot laboratory experiment was conducted.



3 Experimental design To test theoretical predictions of the endogenous agenda-setting game, we conduct an experiment, in which subjects vote for policies and for agendas. The experiment was conducted with undergraduate students at the University of Oregon. The subjects were recruited from PS 347 “Political Power, Influence, and Control.” By the time of the experiment, subjects learned the basics of voting theory, which biases the experiment results in favor of the strategic voting model. The results reported here, however, support an alternative model (EUS voting model). Eighty-six subjects were divided into three parties of approximately equal size: party A, party G, and party O. In the experiment, all individuals were choosing among three policies: Alpha, Gamma, and Omega. Realization of a policy led to a payoff according to the structure shown in Table 1 with a = 3, b = 2, and c = 1 (see Appendix for the protocol details). Each extra credit point corresponded to 1/9 of the full course grade. For example, earning three points would increase a student’s course grade from B to B+. Participation in the experiment was voluntary. Students had other extra credit options. The extra credit was added after the curve was applied. The policy was chosen through a binary agenda. The list of all binary agendas available to subjects is represented in Fig. 1. Notice that a laboratory game theoretic experiment with a pool of 86 subjects present in the room at the same time is unprecedented given the size of the group and logistical complexity of the endogenous agenda-setting game. This setting allows us to model individual decision-making in the context of relatively large groups whereas the conventional methods are the appropriate models of strategic interaction in small legislative committees (Eckel and Holt 1989). The downside of such experimental design, however, is that replication becomes a logistical nightmare. Therefore, the results should be treated with extra caution. In the experiment, participants made voting decisions for each of the three agendas knowing that one of the agendas would actually be chosen. Then they voted for one of the agendas. Since the parties were not exactly equal in size (31, 27, and 28 members respectively), the voting rule required a minimal majority of 32 members for an agenda to be chosen in order to avoid dictatorial rule by a party with 31 members. If the required majority had not been achieved, an agenda would have been chosen by a random draw. The minimal majority was reached in the actual experiment and the tie-breaker was not used. Up to this point in the experiment, no communication was allowed. Once everyone voted over agendas, the final stage of the experiment began—15-minute party caucuses. The subjects were reseated according to their party membership and allowed to discuss their voting behavior and choice of agendas. Participation in the discussion was optional. There were also no constraints on the nature of the discussion but it could only take place within a
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party. Once the discussion was over, subjects were told that they had an option to change their original choice of agendas. The decision was anonymous and voluntary. Thus, the discussion served only as an information exchange within a group of individuals with similar preferences.



4 Results For verification purposes, each participant was asked to report his or her party membership on the game card, a task that all completed successfully. The subjects were also asked whether they saw a voting cycle in the table of payoffs: 87% answered positively. Finally, they were asked to express collective preferences formally, that is A      A–57% of participants correctly completed the task. Hereafter those who completed the task are referred to as a “formal” subsample whereas the other 43% form a “myopic” subsample. Detecting strategic voting in the experiment was straightforward. For each agenda one and only one of the parties faced the following dilemma: (a) vote sincerely for the most preferred alternative bound to lose in the second round, or (b) ignore the labels and vote strategically for the second best alternative bound to win in the second round. Party A faced this dilemma for Agenda II, for party G it was Agenda I, and for party O it was Agenda III. Those subjects who resolved the dilemma in favor of the option (a) are defined as “sincere voters”; those who chose option (b) are defined as “strategic voters.” Table 5 presents a detailed breakdown of the voting decisions for each agenda. Sixty-four out of 86 subjects (74%) voted strategically for policies. When voting over agendas, 48 out of 86 subjects (56%) chose agenda R1, 36 subjects (42%) chose agenda ∼R, and only two subjects voted for the agenda R2. Result 1: Those participants who could formally express the intransitivity of collective preferences—the “formal” sample—were more likely to vote strategically for policies (onesided Fisher’s exact test p = 0.022). Forty-one out of 64 (64%) strategic players could express the cycling of preferences formally. Result 2: The “formal” sample participants were not more likely to choose agendas using backward induction (one-sided Fisher’s exact test p = 0.355). Only 26 out of 49 (53%) members of the “formal” sample chose agenda R1. Result 3: Those who voted strategically over alternatives were more likely to use backward induction when choosing agendas (one-sided Fisher’s exact test p = 0.030). Forty out of 64 (62.5%) strategic voters chose agenda R1. Nevertheless, it is notable that 23 of 64 (36%) strategic voters chose agenda ∼R(one strategic voter chose R2). Table 5 Voting over policies Actual decision



Sincere voting model



Strategic voting model



Agenda # 1



A : 49



A : 31



A : 58



Dilemma for Party G



 : 37



 : 55



 : 28



Agenda # 2



A : 36



A : 58



A : 27



Dilemma for Party A



 : 50



 : 28



 : 59



Agenda # 3



 : 46



 : 27



 : 58



Dilemma for Party O



 : 40



 : 59



 : 28



Public Choice Table 6 Testing theoretical models: Composition of voter types Voter type



Complete sample



“Formal” sample



“Myopic” sample



(n = 86)



(49)



(37)



22 (8)



8 (1)



14 (7)



Random



1



0



1



Strategic (or Risk-Averse or EUS)



40 (40)



25 (25)



15 (15)



EUS only



23



16



7



Myopic (or Risk-Averse)



Table 6 shows the breakdown of voter types for the whole sample, the “formal” sample, and the “myopic” sample. The behavior of 23 subjects can be explained only by the expected utility sophisticated voting model. On the other hand, a group of 40 subjects may belong to any of the three types of voting: strategic, risk-averse, and EUS. It is reasonable to question the sophistication of the EUS voters. For example, one may argue that the 23 “EUS only” voters were capable only of looking one step ahead in the backward induction calculations. A closer examination of voter types, however, suggests that this is unlikely. Sixteen out of 23 (70%) EUS voters come from the “formal sample”; on the other hand, only 25 out of 40 (62.5%) strategic voters come from the “formal sample.” Thus, on average, EUS voters appear to be have even better understanding of the game than strategic voters, and certainly no worse. Therefore, it appears that the EUS voters were no less rational than the strategic voters. The difference is in the fact that some of them did not have rational expectations about others. Finally, we examined the impact of interpersonal communication on voting behavior. The 15-minute party caucuses had an expected effect on the ultimate choice of agendas. The number of subjects who voted for agenda R1 increased from 48 to 73 (or 85% of the total sample). Notice that, in reality, 74% of subjects voted strategically for policies. Thus, the party caucuses gave subjects a better estimate of this true fraction of strategic voters in the populations as a whole. As a result, 25 subjects changed their mind and picked agenda R1. This includes more than a half of sincere voters and the two subjects who initially voted for the dominated agenda R2. The pilot experiment showed that despite the fact that the endogenous agenda-setting game was a complete information game, only 40 out of 86 (47%) subjects formed rational expectations about the behavior of others. Communication reduced the uncertainty about the composition of voters in the game and indicated that rational expectations can indeed be supported. This story is consistent with the expected utility sophisticated (EUS) voting model. A sophisticated voter makes a decision depending on the subjective beliefs about others. Rational expectations in this case are not automatically assumed but rather formed through an evaluation of other voters’ types.



5 Conclusion A stylized model of three parties choosing an amendment agenda and voting over three policy alternatives yields a formal classification of five types of voters: random voters, sincere, strategic, risk-averse, and expected utility sophisticated (Enelow 1981). It is shown that
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members of any given party should act according to the strategic voting model if the fraction of strategic voters in at least one of the other two parties is large. Sincere voting should be assumed only when the fractions of strategic voters in both of the other two parties is small. Voter sophistication (sincere or strategic) among the members of one’s own party has no effect on the choice an amendment agenda. Another non-trivial result is that the sizes of the three parties affect the threshold fractions of strategic voters in the other two parties. Pilot laboratory experiments suggest that the choice of agendas cannot be fully explained by either the sincere voting model (26% of voters) or the strategic voting model (47% of voters), even when players’ preferences are common knowledge. Risk-aversion may potentially explain choices of up to 56% of the voters. Enelow’s EUS voting model explains up to 73% of the observed voting behavior (including 26% which cannot be explained by any other model). Thus, experimental evidence shows that (sophisticated) rational actors may not have rational expectations about the behavior of other actors. Such behavior could not be attributed to bounded rationality or inability to understand the game. Those subjects who could formally express the voting cycle, in fact, were more likely to be EUS than strategic. One implication of the probabilistic nature of individual beliefs about others is that the players who are not sufficiently familiar with each other may be uncertain about others’ sophistication. A player may refuse to vote strategically on principle. Another may do so to avoid frictions with a supporting lobby or constituency groups. A third one may vote sincerely as a part of a larger logrolling game. Finally, one may turn out to be incapable of voting strategically for whatever cognitive reasons. In short, strategic voting is not guaranteed; hence, rational expectations are not warranted. Communication among the players allows them to form more accurate expectations about the voting behavior of others. Common knowledge of the players’ preferences over alternatives is, therefore, a necessary but not sufficient condition for making predictions about the outcomes of different agendas. This behavioral complexity may, nevertheless, be captured in the models such as the formal model of the expected utility sophisticated voting. Acknowledgements Human Subjects Compliance: Experiment protocol #E546-04, entitled “Voting on Agendas under Intransitivity of Collective Preferences,” approved by the Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects and Institutional Review Board, University of Oregon. I would like to thank John Orbell, Holly Arrow, James Fowler, Tommy Golya, Bill Harbaugh, and anonymous reviewers for their feedback and helpful comments. An earlier version of the paper was presented at the 2005 Annual Meeting of the Midwestern Political Science Association.



Appendix Laboratory experiment instructions to accompany “Endogenous choice of amendment agendas: types of voters and experimental evidence.” Collective Preferences Experiment If your last name begins with A–F, you are in the A–F group. If your last name begins with G–N, you are in the G–N group. If your last name begins with O–Z, you are in the O–Z group. Notice that the three groups are approximately equal in size. You will be voting on three alternatives with codenames “Alpha,” “Gamma,” and “Omega.” Payoff structure is summarized in Table 7. For example, if “Alpha” wins, each member of the A–F group receives 3 extra credit points toward the final grade, each member of the G–N group receives 2, and each members of the O–Z group receives 1.



Public Choice Table 7 Experiment payoffs A–F group members receive



G–N group members receive



O–Z group members receive



Alpha wins



3



2



1



Gamma wins



1



3



2



Omega wins



2



1



3



Important note: this is NOT a test, there are no right or wrong answers. The amount of extra credit that you get depends ONLY on the result of which alternative (Alpha, Gamma, or Omega) will be chosen in the end. [Page break] Assume the voting mechanism is Agenda # 1: First: Alpha is paired with Gamma. Second: The winner of the first round is then paired with Omega. What will you vote for in the first round: Alpha or Gamma? Assume the voting mechanism is Agenda # 2: First: Alpha is paired with Omega. Second: The winner of the first round is then paired with Gamma. What will you vote for in the first round: Alpha or Omega? Assume the voting mechanism is Agenda # 3: First: Omega is paired with Gamma. Second: The winner of the first round is then paired with Alpha. What will you vote for in the first round: Omega or Gamma? [Page break] Now you have an option to vote for one of the Agendas above. The Agenda that receives the highest number of votes will be chosen as the actual voting mechanism. Which Agenda would you vote for (Agenda #1, Agenda #2, or Agenda #3?)—pick one [Page break] [After the group discussion] Your final choice. Which Agenda would you vote for (Agenda #1, Agenda #2, or Agenda #3?)—pick one [Page break] Survey This information is anonymous, and it has no influence on the results of the experiment. 1. What is your group (circle one): A–F G–N O–Z 2. Do you see a voting cycle given the table payoffs (circle one)? Yes No 3. If yes, can you express collective preferences? (e.g., x > y > z > x) [Instructions End]
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